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HORSCH develops the Hybrid Farming
System for future-proof farming
Combining the best practices of organic farming and conventional
farming, HORSCH’s new Hybrid Farming System provides a solution to
weed control without glyphosate.
Four new products will be launched at
Agritechnica as part of HORSCH’s new Hybrid
Farming System. Combining the best practices
of organic farming and conventional farming,
this inventive and forward-looking system is
designed to meet the needs of farmers looking
for mechanical weed control yet retaining the
high productivity of conventional farming.
Ever-growing pressure on the reduction of
chemicals in farming continues to force farmers
to meet supply demands using more and more
organic practices. The HORSCH Hybrid Farming
System helps meet those demands.
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Hybrid Farming System

Meet the new HORSCH Hybrid Farming System team
The Transformer VF hoeing tool, Finer LT cutting tillage tool, Cura ST harrow and
Cultro TC knife roller lead the way for an important product system that is set to
expand in the future.

Transformer VF hoeing tool
The new Transformer VF (above) is the basis of a new HORSCH hoeing tool line in the new Hybrid
Farming system. The fully integrated lateral sliding frame enables the Transformer VF to be extremely
flexible with parallelogram-guided tools. Available in 6m to 12m working widths, it can be combined
with many camera systems.

Finer LT for complete cutting tillage
Part of HORSCH’s Hybrid Farming system, the
Finer LT enables shallow cutting of weeds,
volunteer crops or catch crops. It can be
an alternative to glyphosate with regard to
fighting weeds. The ability to set the tine
angle so the tines cut shallow and parallel to
the ground is completely new.

Cura ST - Hybrid Farming harrow

Cultro TC double knife roller

The new Cura ST harrow is one of the central
solutions for HORSCH’s Hybrid Farming farming
system. It will be launched as a 3-point version
with working widths ranging from 6m to 15m
and features an extremely solid design and
precise operation.

The Cultro TC is a double knife roller with low
horsepower requirement, available in 3m and
12m working widths. Used in combination with
other machines, the highly flexible Cultro TC
provides an excellent cutting in rape or silage
maize stubble and in catch crops.
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New Products at Agritechnica 2019

New Maestro CV and
RV models launched
at Agritechnica
The Maestro CV can now use a central hopper
for seed and fertiliser or a large fertiliser hopper
and individual seed tanks as with the previous
Maestro CC. There is a simple, flexible solution to
vary the number of rows and the spacing.
The capacity of the central tank in Main Tanks
Supply configuration is 3,000 litres for fertiliser
and 800 litres for seed. In addition to the 8- and
12-row versions, a new 9-row version is available.
The Maestro RV model is an 8-row mounted
unit with one seed tank per row. Fertiliser supply
is carried out via a front-mounted pressurised
hopper, such as the HORSCH Partner 2000 FT.
AirVac metering system
The Maestro is equipped with a completely
new metering device, AirVac, that is easy to
adjust and offers high accuracy. The vacuum
metering device works with a scraper that does
not need to be adjusted, requiring only the
correct metering disc and reducing seed handling
considerably.
This increases the range of the standard single grains that can be handled (maize, sugar beet,
sunflower, soya and rape) with further varieties, such as beans and peas, possible in the future. The
metering unit is still driven electrically to use technologies like SectionControl and VariableRate for
every individual row as usual.

Partner 2000 FT expands
front tank range
The new Partner 2000 FT is the bigger brother
of the current Partner 1600 FT. The 2,200 litre
capacity is available in two versions, 60:40
double tank or 75:25 double tank, which is
unparalleled in the market and offers great
operational flexibility.
The optional tyre packer is controlled passively.
The equipment options are completed by
additional weights and working lights.
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New Products at Agritechnica 2019

New coulters on Pronto DC drill
TurboDisc 3 coulter
The new TurboDisc 3 double disc coulter builds on
the proven capabilities of the previous generations
to achieve a perfect seed placement for a even
broader range of requirements and soils. During the
development stage the main focus was on precision
and stability. An almost invisible component, the
inside scraper, was carefully optimised to increase
operational reliability in extreme conditions.
PowerDisc coulter
The new PowerDisc parallelogram coulter is ideal
for difficult conditions and provide precise seed
placement even on coarse seedbeds. The double
disc coulter is equipped with very large bearings
and is designed to be extremely stable and durable.
Experience from the Maestro single grain seed drills
have been built on and similar to the well-proven
TurboDisc coulter used in the Pronto, two seed
coulters run behind one tyre of the packer.

MobileControl and SmartCan machine operation
The future SmartCan system will serve as a means to link customer, machine
and manufacturer. A machine equipped with the SmartCan module will allow all
machine data to be read and is the first step in providing the WiFi access to the
machine.
Using the MobileControl smartphone app, the operator will be able to access this
data and control machine functions like calibration, nozzle tests or a row test.

New options for Focus TD strip-till drill
The successful Focus TD strip-till drill has been updated to
expand its breadth of capability. In addition to the TurboDisc
double disc coulter, the new TurboEdge tine coulter can be
specified. It is suited to row spacings that are larger than 25cm
for rape and beans. Especially on heavy soils or those with a lot
of residues on the surface, the seed tine offers exact placement
of the seed. Even if there is limited cultivation work, the
TurboEdge coulter shows its advantages.
A new crumbling unit instead of the levelling discs in front of
the packer provides a fine earth in the seed strip, particularly
effective on medium and heavy soils. Due to its open design and
small diameter, coarse soil is easily crushed and the self-cleaning
effect on sticky damp soils is excellent.
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New Self-Propelled Sprayer

New self-propelled sprayers
Leeb 6.300 PT and 8.300 PT
The new self-propelled Leeb PT sprayers have been
developed to offer increased flexibility, comfort
and precise application.
Two tank sizes are available, a 6,000-litre and 8,000-litre, increased
ground clearance and a new ComfortDrive chassis concept offer a
new level of driving comfort. The unique and award-winning boom
control system, BoomControl, is now available in boom widths up to
42m and up to 42 sections.
ComfortDrive chassis
The ComfortDrive chassis with central frame and hydro-pneumatically
spring-loaded individual wheel suspension is a completely new
development. Active level regulation provides superb driving comfort
on the road, in the field and on slopes. The wheel hub drive offers
automatically load-dependent controlled stepless drive and an antislip control.
The front cabin layout optimises weight distribution and the all-new cabin offers excellent visibility and
space. The new ErgoControl armrest focuses on simple, safe and comfortable handling of all sprayer
function. The spacious cabin is built to the highest safety standards with Category 4 air filters cleaning
the cabin air. A new 310hp Tier 5 engine meets the latest emission standards.
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New Trailed Sprayer

Innovative Leeb 12 TD coming soon
A tandem axle sprayer with a tank capacity of 12,000 litres and an innovative
distribution of the vertical load
In 2020, a new and innovative tandem axle sprayer with a capacity of 12,000 litres will be launched. It
will be equipped with an innovative tandem axle and tank system.
The Leeb 12 TD now enters HORSCH into the market of trailed sprayers with an extremely large
capacity and lifts the technology of the Leeb LT and GS to a new dimension. The sprayer is interesting
for large farms, farms that have to cover large distances, but also for farmers who, due to their crops,
require a high application rate.
Similar to the well-proven Leeb sprayers, there are numerous equipment options for the TD model. The
CCS Pro version, for example, is equipped with a modern electronic system at the suction and pressure
side and has become established as almost the highest quality standard in plant protection.
The tandem axle is an intelligent solution for the distribution of the vertical load. The boom widths are
available up to 42m and derive from the new self-propelled sprayers Leeb 6.300 and 8.300 PT.
A highlight of the Leeb TD is the ISOBUS operational concept. It has been developed by HORSCH and
features user-friendly functions that facilitate adjustment, handling and monitoring including nozzle
switching with a nozzle spacing of 50 or 25cm. Together with the well-proven BoomControl system,
it allows for a target area boom height of 30cm, ensuring optimisation of the plant wetting and an
enormous reduction in drift.

More to come at Agritechnica 2019!
There will be further product announcements at Agritechnica
as HORSCH introduces further models and innovations.

